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Mission Statement—To encapsulate the principles of inter-agency health and social care networking, with the 

intention of sharing experiences, knowledge and ongoing best practice initiatives and innovations, thereby  

enhancing the resilience of member organisations. 

Terms of Reference 

• To facilitate networking with peers and partners.  

• To support organisations in delivering Emergency Preparedness, Resilience and Response (EPRR) agenda.  

• To share information with like-minded groups and individuals.  

 (This information to include: policies, guidance documents, organisational details, cost saving initiatives,  performance 

information, etc.)  

• To use the group as a networking facility between meetings supported by the NPAGNetwork function as well as    

developing the Resilience Development Network ‘resource library’.  

• To develop closer liaison with the NPAG groups around areas of common interest and relevant topics including   

premises (infrastructure), people (staffing) etc.  

• To facilitate improved performance and aim to demonstrate value for money in the delivery of a resilient                

organisation.  

• To identify good practice & develop service improvements.  

• To identify learning and knowledge needs and to identify the means to satisfy these.  

• To assist organisations in fulfilling their statutory obligations in relation to resilience / emergency planning.  

• To provide a sounding board/advisory facility for colleagues working at a national level.  

 Introduction 

The Resilience Development Network (RDN) is a fantastic group full of members with a wealth of knowledge and 

experience in this very challenging area. This continues to be a national group with members coming from acute, 

community and mental health trusts across the country.     Members are always more than willing to share         

information, advice, learning, challenges, etc.  

In my several years of facilitating the group I have seen it develop into a group that is respected by a number of 

national organisations who are often keen to use it as a sounding board. 

During COVID-19 restrictions the group has made a successful switch from face-to-face meetings to virtual 

meetings via Microsoft Teams.  

Following a survey of members, it was agreed that the 1st meeting of our new round would be held on Tuesday 11 

May 2021.   Because of COVID-19 this 1st meeting would be in virtual format and would be a full day session.   As 

per the options survey which had been undertaken it was agreed that the group would be going with Option 2 – 1 x 

Virtual + 3 x Face-to-Face.     However, it is recognised that this would need to be kept under review going forward 

and that we would need to be flexible according to COVID circumstances. Face-to face meetings would continue to 

be held in London. 

Dale Atkins 

NPAG Best Value Group Facilitator 
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“It has been a pleasure to chair the Resilience Development Network meetings over the last year. The meetings 
have proved to be an invaluable opportunity to: 

• Exchange ideas/discuss lessons learnt, with colleagues across the country.  

• Share organisational and partner agency challenges. 

• share good practice.  

• Actively support others going through similar resilience challenges. 

 
This report highlights the diversity of EPRR subjects covered during our sessions. This has all been achieved 
against a backdrop of the most challenging time that any of us as emergency planners have ever likely             
encountered in the form of our Coronavirus response. 

As a group, we are also fortunate to have a subject matter expert and former chair of the Emergency Planning 
Society, Tony Thompson to support the group in providing regular updates on resilience related topics such as 
security awareness and several high-profile public inquiries such as the Grenfell Fire and the Manchester Arena 
attack.   

It is a real privilege to chair an NPAG group and I feel exceptionally well supported by Dale and his team.  The 
NPAG Resilience group is a small group but thanks to the input and enthusiasm of the group members it makes 
the chair’s role a lot easier!” 
 

Neil Furness  

Chair - NPAG Resilience Development Network  
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Meeting Dates & Formats 
 

The following meetings were held in this round: 

 

1st Tuesday 8 October 2019 – full face to face 

2nd Tuesday 25 February 2020 – full face to face 

3rd Wednesday 16 June 2020 - smaller virtual 

4th Wednesday 11 August 2020 - smaller virtual 

5th Wednesday 22 September 2020 - larger virtual 

6th Tuesday 26 January 2021 – smaller virtual 
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The following is a selection of extracts from member’s testimonials – past and present: 
 

“The RDN has proved to be an excellent forum for exchanging information on all emergency planning and       
resilience related issues.  Over the last year, the group has covered a diverse range of subjects, bringing                   
understanding of the challenges we all face, whilst sharing practical solutions that can easily be adapted        
locally.”  

Emergency Planning & Liaison Manager. Plymouth Hospitals NHS Trust 

 
“I have been a member of NPAG Resilience Development Network for some 5 years now, I have always come 
back with something that I can share and have gained knowledge to assist me in developing things differently 
moving forward.  I have found this forum valuable in sharing good practice, gaining new ideas, listening to some 
of the excellent guest speakers, who are also equally passionate about this topic and are keen to share with 
you.  A well worth group to be part of.” 
 

 Head of Emergency Planning / Decon Lead – The Royal Wolverhampton NHS Trust. 
 

As well as our colleagues within the NHS the RDN is also highly respected by colleagues from outside…. 
 
“The NPAG is an exceptionally useful and helpful liaison and knowledge exchange mechanism for all those who 
have a professional interest – and indeed responsibility – for emergency preparedness, response and recovery 
within our health service.  Regular meetings are consistently supplemented by networking and sharing up-to-
date and up-to-the minute information. I am delighted to support the initiative and strongly recommend others 
take advantage of the opportunities that NPAG presents. They will not be disappointed.” 
 

Member of Executive Council -The Institute of Civil Protection and Emergency Management 

COVID-19 Impact 
With the full effects of COVID-19 and the associated restrictions coming into play in late March 2020 it was   
necessary for NPAG and its groups to change the way they operated. With face-to-face meetings no longer    
being possible it was necessary for the meeting platform to change to a virtual one – in our case via Microsoft 
Teams. Whilst challenging, these virtual meetings appear to have worked well. As we go forward there will be            
discussions as to what mix of face-to-face v virtual meetings members would like.   See meetings list above. 

Dissemination of  Information  

To ensure that the delegates feel able to discuss freely, the topic and key details are noted at meetings (unless 
the delegate requests that the information not be recorded). 

Presentations and additional documents from the meetings are uploaded to the members website which is 
password protected. 

Meeting minutes, agendas, presentations from meetings and shared documents are sent out via e-mail. 

Members are able to ask questions between the meetings via an e-mail service which is provided by NPAG – 
the NPAGNetwork. 

 

Member Testimonials   
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In addition to the NPAGNetwork members also have the opportunity to benefit from a facility known as                

- Inter Meeting Email Discussions - whereby any member can ask a question of (or share information with) the 

rest of group via the NPAG facilitator. The NPAG facilitator then sends this round to only members of this group. 

Responses go directly to the member who asked the question with responses being collated for group sharing. 

Often answers can be provided the same day!  Topics covered include:  

 ED Closure Contingencies 

 Monthly Generator Tests 

 BIA SCBU 

 Climate Change Adaptation Plan 

 Internal Temperatures 

 Standard 7 – IG Toolkit 

 Sustainable FPP3 Testing, Training and Development 

 Debrief – Digging Deeper 

 Computer Simulated Scenarios 

 EPRR Group TOR 

 SOP/BCP Loss of Alarms 

 Decon Tents 

 EPRR and New Hospital Build 

 TOR - 2 Stage Committee Process 

 

Note – full details of the above (i.e., full questions and answers) can be obtained via NPAG HQ. 

Dissemination of Information  Dissemination of Information…. continued 

Meeting Content and Topics  

This section is aimed at providing a flavour of the wide range of topics and discussions from the various 

meetings across the round. These are extracts only.  

At each of the meetings there is a set of regular agenda items, these being: 

i) ‘Inter Meeting Email Discussions’ (as above)  

ii) ‘Hot Topics Discussions     

iii) ‘Market Place – Sharing Good Practice’. 
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Standing Items – each meeting has had the following as fixed items on the agenda: 

 

Hazmat / CBRN         

Disease Outbreaks     

Terrorist Threats   

CQC Inspections   

Industrial Action    

Cyber Security 

 

COVID-19 – Updates / Impacts / Future Issues  

At each of the meetings since March 2020 - during the various stages of the COVID-19 outbreak – members were given the 
opportunity to share COVID specific issues, challenges, developments, etc. The following are some selected anonymized  
extracts to provide a flavour of the discussions that have taken place during the round noting that the specific comments 
relate to the time of year and stage of the COVID outbreak: 
 
Member A – PPE has been the biggest challenge. National messaging did not help. Staff ended up not trusting management. 
Had to do round to individual wards/departments to reinforce messages. As of this Monday all staff will have temperature 
taken and will be wearing masks. 

 

Member B –same as Member A re PPE and messaging. Also, temperature checking – introduced following local regional 
PHE advice. 

 

Member C - had planned to do thermal imaging in reception areas BUT no clinical staff came forward to take part.  Left to 
bouncers but required clinical advice if temperature high (not necessarily COVID) – not ideal and was removed yesterday! 

 

Member D - currently 19 x COVID inpatients with 1 death in past 4 weeks.   Command & Control stood down.  Currently 
reviewing Major Incident and Mass Casualty plans.   Clinical Expert group meeting twice per week.     Trust has recently  
become a regional centre. 

 

Member E - Low COVID patient numbers during whole period. Only c150 cases with c 50 deaths.  Been COVID-free since 1 
July.    Debriefs ongoing.   No reviewing and getting into order all electronic documentation.        Now looking at 2nd wave 
planning   + EU Exit Planning. 

 

Member F - 13 COVID inpatients currently.   387 deaths to date.    Currently 6% staff absence with 16 COVID related.     Still 
in response mode    Moving towards having a single COVID site.   Strategic meetings being held 1/week    - tactical 3/week.  
Updating BC plans in light of COVOID experience. 

 

Member G – Extremely busy.  More than 2/3 of beds are COVID +ve.   Intensive care is in ‘super surge’ mode having gone 
from 15 to 32 occupied beds.    Mutual aid has been working both ways with local trusts - some  patients have been        
decanted to trusts some distance away.     

Meeting Content and Topics continued….. 
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Re Vaccines – have vaccinated 2,500 out of 4,000 staff.  Next cohort likely to be social care staff. Re command & control – 
running daily bronze.  Silver = twice weekly. 

 

Member H - Extremely busy.  Currently hitting peak.  Critical care is very busy – well over capacity with 36 COVID patients in 
ICU.  Hospital split into ‘red’ and ‘green’ – currently 2/3 red and increasing!  

 

Member I - Death rate has increased significantly in last week.   Have cancelled elective work again.     Engaging with military 
for support – have 18 personnel on site.    Seems to be spending life in SITREPS!            Member J Question – What are the 
roles for military staff?         Member I Answer – Working in ED + portering   +   respiratory ward + NOT yet in ICU.  Military 
staff get taken through mandatory training. PPE training, etc.  Have also been flu jabs and vaccines.  Re Vaccines –   hospital is 
now vaccination hub. Re command & control – silver = daily (including weekend).   Gold = 3 x per week. 

 

HOT Topics Discussions 

 

The following are some selected anonymized extracts to provide a flavour of the discussions that have taken place during the 
round. Note- the breadth of Hot Topics raised in this round has been much less than usual as the main Hot Topic has of course 
been COVID-19!  
 
 

SITREPS and Local Team Support 

 

Member A – his local NHSE+I team good at chasing SITREPS but not helpful with more difficult items!  Also, there is a local 
weakness in that the CCG does not have a dedicated EP lead, so level of understanding is limited. 

 

Member B – same as member A. Re mental health NHSE+I team didn’t seem to be asking relevant questions. But also noticed 
different levels of CCG ‘performance’ and understanding across different CCGs – some good, some not.      Going forward we 
need much great clarity regarding co-ordination – i.e.  who is responsible for what and who should be doing what? 

 

Flooding 

 

Raised by Member C – On top of everything else his area received an amber flood warning on Monday prior to meeting. 
Quickly upscaled ICC to deal with additional liaison work, etc.      

1st challenge:    How to get to patients in the community?  Have you got a list of who the vulnerable patients are? Where they 
live? etc         

New challenge (COVID related):     What do you do about evacuations? Where can patients go that is COVID safe?  Particularly 
when other sites such as community halls have already been taken up for the vaccination programme, etc. 

Fortunately, things did not turn out as badly as they could – a flood in Doncaster could have been a catastrophe.  

Member D - Worst hit area in his patch was Warrington and Northwich town centre with significant disruption to 

roads.  Caused massive disruption for staff travelling to and from work including where roads have been closed by              

police.    Managed to get involved in LRF. 

 

 

Meeting Content and Topics continued….. 
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External Presentations – examples from the round: 

 

 ‘Cyber Security and Innovation Update’   
 (Justin Teutsch. Cyber Security Innovation Lead – DSC, NHS Digital) 
  

 ‘NHS England Update/Overview’  
 ( David Walker. Regional Head of EPRR (Midlands & East) at NHS England) 
  

 ‘Resilient Alerting’ 
 ( Nigel Gray - Director + Sam O’Neill - Sales Executive).  PageOne Communications) 
  

 

In addition to the above the RDN has benefitted from regular input / advice / support from Tony Thompson (Member-
Executive Council- Institute of Civil Protection and Emergency Management) covering: 

 

‘Multi-agency Emergency Management Update’ 

 

Here Tony has covered such items as: COVID + Terrorism Threats + Grenfell Tower Inquiry + JESIP + Charter for Families      
Bereaved through Public Tragedy + COMAH   +   Manchester Arena Inquiry 

Note – full details of the above can be obtained via NPAG HQ. 

 

Sharing Good Practice 

Here members are given the opportunity to share experiences / learning / project details / etc. with colleagues - examples 
from the round: 

 

 ‘Disaster Victim Identification (DVI)’   - (Neil - Member) 

 ‘Black Start Testing of a Hospital Trust’ - (Carole - Member) 

 ‘Virtual Table-Top Exercise’ Exercise Guttenberg - 15th July 2020 - (Neil - Member) 

 Note – full details of the above can be obtained via NPAG HQ. 

Documentation Shared during the Round 

A key part of the RDN membership is the sharing of documentation, ranging from national guidance to local exercise    
presentations - examples from the round:  

 

 COVID-19 Weekly Briefing Notes / Updates 

 Paper for PAF - Covid-19 and Command and Control 

 Covid-19 - Initial Evaluation and Planning RWT June 2020 

 On call Policy Guidance for SSM Directors 

 EPRR Committee ToR 

Meeting Content and Topics continued….. 
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Meeting Content and Topics continued….. 

 Perfect Week 2020 

 DTL Interview tips 1 

 UK Alert Cell Broadcast Sep 2020 

 NOS Conduct debriefing after an emergency, exercise, or other activity 

 National Resilience Standards for Local Resilience Forums (LRFs) 

 Leighton Site Map - key infrastructure v0.3 

 04.11.2020 EU Exit End of Transition Period Workshop 

 National Risk Register 2020 

 COVID-19 Winter Plan 

 Training Design Workshop Flyer 2021-22 

Note – full details of the above can be obtained via NPAG HQ. 

Future Plans 2021-22 

As the Resilience Development Network moves into the next round it will continue its close working relationships 
with NHS England and will also continue to invite key speakers from the world of EPRR –from both within the NHS 
and from outside – including a standing invitation to Tony Thompson, Member of Executive Council -The Institute 
of Civil Protection and Emergency Management 
 

As with all NPAG groups it will be the members themselves who will decide on the actual agenda content and 
who the above key speakers should be.  

 

Topics identified for the Resilience Development Network include: 

EPPR Assurance  

Hazmat / CBRNe   

Learning from Local Incidents and Exercises 

Sharing Good Practice 

Lockdown guidance and procedures 

Disease Outbreaks / Pandemics   

National Occupational Standards for Civil                           
Contingencies  

Dynamic Risk Assessment  

National Risk Register  

Resilient Telecommunications 

Business Continuity Management 

Major Incident Planning / Mass Casualty 

Learning from Major Incidents e.g., Grenfell,                   
Manchester, Westminster Bridge, etc 

Responders + Victims Welfare 

CQC Inspections 

Industrial Action 

Cyber Security  

Shelter & Evacuation 

Terrorist Threats 

‘Hot Topics’, ‘Inter Meeting Email Discussions’ and ‘Market Place Sharing Good Practice’ will continue to be     
regular items on the agenda. 
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Discounts and Offers  
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CPD Certification 

The NPAG is a member of the CPD Certification Service. The Resilience Development Network has received CPD 
approval for 2020-21. 

CPD Certification is a formal recognition of the contribution that membership of the Resilience Development 
Network makes to members' continued professional/personal development.   

At the end of the annual round of meetings, members will receive certificates of attendance for all meetings 
attended during the year to evidence the contribution made as part of lifelong learning. 

NPAGNetwork  

The NPAGNetwork provides the facility for members to ask questions of any individuals, group or groups within 
the overall NPAG membership. Questions can be sent to the NPAGNetwork Coordinator who disseminates them 
across the NPAG membership. Responses are collated and returned to the originator and others who declare an 
interest in the question asked.  

NPAG Library 

The NPAG Library holds presentations from NPAG best value groups and conferences, together with policy and 
other documents sent in by members. Access to these items is via the NPAGNetwork Coordinator. 

NPAG Website 

The NPAG website includes a private members Area for each of the NPAG BVGs. Through these sites, BVG    
members can access and download meeting agendas, minutes, presentations and survey forms. The areas are 
password protected. 

MS Teams 

Each BVG member is added to the specific group MS Team allowing the contribution of files, links and             
documents via the Teams Channels.  This is in addition to the above and adds an extra means of communication 
between meetings and is group led. 

 

Members Referral Fee – Introduce a friend and receive a discount on your membership. 

A member referral resulting in another Trust / Organisation registering for full membership of the same group 
will result in the referring member qualifying for a 25% contribution from NPAG towards their membership. 

The discount applies to the full membership fee only (not applicable to the 2nd member rate). The discount will 
be applied once, at the start of the current meeting round. Mid round membership referral discounts will be 
processed at the start of the following year’s membership round.  

Multiple referrals will result in multiple discounts up to four referrals per meeting round.  

Second Club Membership - A 25% discount will be applied when an existing NPAG member joins an additional 
Group. This does not apply to the £295 second member rate. 

Introducing our Try Before You Buy option. Simply attend the first meeting of a group’s new round, see what it’s 
all about and if you decide it’s not for you walk away commitment free*. 

*Try before you buy option is available to new members only. New members must inform NPAG in writing that they wish to 
‘try before they buy’ prior to first meeting attendance. If the new member continues membership beyond the first meeting 
then the full group membership fee applies.  
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The NPAG organises and facilitates a national network of Best Value Groups that enables members to share        

experience, identify good practice; innovation and information to assist individual managers develop their own 

service improvement action plans. 

For further information on the NPAG and our future activities, please contact Marie Cherry or Laura Howe        

by e-mail on:  

marie.cherry@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk  

Laura.howe@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk 

Some Group Testimonials… 

“The RDN has proved to be an excellent forum for exchanging information on all emergency planning and resilience related 
issues.  Over the last year, the group has covered a diverse range of subjects, bringing understanding of the challenges we 
all face, whilst sharing practical solutions that can easily be adapted locally.”  

Emergency Planning & Liaison Manager. Plymouth Hospitals NHS Trust 

“I have been a member of NPAG Resilience Development Network for some 5 years now, I have always come back with 
something that I can share and have gained knowledge to assist me in developing things differently moving forward.  I have 
found this forum valuable in sharing good practice, gaining new ideas, listening to some of the excellent guest speakers, 
who are also equally passionate about this topic and are keen to share with you.  A well worth group to be part of” 

 Head of Emergency Planning / Decon Lead – The Royal Wolverhampton NHS Trust. 
 
“The group provides an opportunity for members to share best practice and discuss common themes and issues.   
The meetings are very well facilitated and provide a professional but friendly approach and excellent networking             
opportunities”  

Emergency Planning Liaison Officer.  Basildon & Thurrock University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust 

“The NPAG is an exceptionally useful and helpful liaison and knowledge exchange mechanism for all those who have a     
professional interest – and indeed responsibility – for emergency preparedness, response and recovery within our health 
service. It enables current and relevant issues, ideas and best practice to be shared, debated and evaluated by like-minded 
professionals who have the ultimate goal of serving the public to the best of their ability. Regular meetings are consistently 
supplemented by networking and sharing up-to-date and up-to-the minute information. I am delighted to support the     
Initiative and strongly recommend others take advantage of the opportunities that NPAG presents. They will not be         
disappointed.” 

Member of Executive Council -The Institute of Civil Protection and Emergency Management 

Arts, Heritage & Design in Healthcare Network 

Clinical Engineering (North) BVG 

Clinical Engineering (South) BVG 

Decontamination BVG 

Estates BVG 

Facilities (North) BVG 

Facilities (South) BVG 

Health Visiting & School Health Services DN 

IT and Connectivity Network 

National District Nurses Network 

NHS Car Parking & Sustainable Transport Network 

NHS Sustainability Leads Network 

NHS Transport and Logistics BVG 

NPAG Violence Reduction & Security Management Net-

work 

Nursing and Temporary Staffing BVG 

Operating Theatres BM Group 

Resilience Development Network 

Telecoms BVG 

Waste Management BVG 

mailto:marie.cherry@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk
mailto:laura.howe@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk
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Available to all members of NPAG Benchmarking and Best Value Groups, and individual subscribers, the      
NPAGNetwork provides the facility for members to ask questions of any individuals, group or groups within the 
overall NPAG membership. 

The response to questions raised has been excellent. The NPAGNetwork provides a managed forum for          
colleagues to share information - saving time and money in not re-inventing the wheel! 

Questions raised in the past have included the following topics: 

 Job descriptions, Business Case and Banding 
 Staff Parking Charges 
 E Cargo Bikes 
 Renal Dialysis Water Softeners 
 HFSS Food Removal  
 Reporting pressure ulcers 
 DaVinchi Robot use 
 Pathology Waste Policy 
 Decontamination of Portable Medical Equipment 
 Peer Support Model—1st 1000 Days Strategy 
 Electronic Vehicle Charging Policy 
 

For full details of how to use the NPAGNetwork, please contact the NPAG team by email:  
npagnetwork@npag.east.amb.nhs.uk 

 

Forthcoming NPAG Events 
Please visit www.npag.org.uk for all our current course, workshops, training & BVG meetings. 

Email:  laura.howe@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk or marie.cherry@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk  

29th April 2021 —Waste and Sustainability Conference 

14th September 2021—Clinical Engineering Conference   

Clinical Professional Development for Occupational Health Nurses—March/April/May 

Human Factor Onsite Training  

Introduction to Resilience in the NHS, Onsite Training Workshop  

Putting the Patient First Onsite Training Workshops  

Equality and Diversity Onsite Training Workshops  

Assertiveness & Self-Management Training Workshops  

Contact Us  

 

Phone: 01245 544600 

Email: npagnews@npag.eastamb.nhs uk  

East of England Ambulance Service 

NHS Trust 

Chelmsford Office, Hospital Approach 

Broomfield, Essex 

CM1 7WS 

mailto:npagnetwork@npag.east.amb.nhs.uk
http://www.npag.org.uk/
mailto:laura.howe@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk
mailto:marie.cherry@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk
https://mobile.twitter.com/npaguk
http://www.npag.org.uk/
mailto:npagnews@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk
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© NPAG 2021                             The NPAG is a part of the East of England Ambulance Service NHS Trust    

REGISTRATION FORM 

 

 

Organisation 

Address  

Are you a member of another NPAG Networking Group?  (Please tick) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

Name 

Job Title  

Email 

Special 

Requirements  

(Dietary / Access) 

Phone No. 

PA Details  

Registrations  

Please send your completed registration form to:   

National Performance Advisory Group 

East of England Ambulance Service NHS Trust 

Hospital Approach 

Broomfield, Chelmsford, Essex 

CM1 7WS  

Email: laura.howe@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk 

Web: www.npag.org.uk  

Invoicing  

If the invoice address is different from that  

above please enter below: 

 

 

 

Member 1 for a £550 Fee  

(1 x Virtual, 3 x Face to Face)  
Member 2 for a £295 Fee (4 meetings)  

AR Version 

Y N 

REGISTRATION CONDITIONS:   

A VAT invoice will be issued.  VAT Registration No. 654 9195 01.  VAT applies to any NHS organisation outside England and to any non-NHS organisation.   
Payment is due on receipt of invoice.  DO NOT send payment in advance of receipt of invoice.  When invoice is received,    payment should be made to ‘East of 

England Ambulance Service NHS Trust.’ 

ALL cancellations must be in writing.  Cancellations received within 14 days of receipt of the registration form will receive  a full refund.  After this date refunds 

cannot be made.  A substitute is acceptable. NPAG cannot be held responsible for any travel expenses or accommodation costs in the event of a cancellation or 

postponement of a meeting, workshop or event. 

A 25% discount will be applied when an existing NPAG member joins an additional Group. This does not apply to the £295 second member rate. As a registered 

contact you will receive our monthly NPAG Newsletter. Additionally, we may also send you more general information about our s ervices, new products and 

offers. If you would prefer not to be contacted outside of your membership please tick here  

I confirm that I have read and accept the above REGISTRATION CONDITIONS and would like to register as a member of the ‘Resilience Development Network 

2020-21. Please invoice me for payment . 

 
Authorisation Signature …………………………………………………  Purchase Order Number………….……………………………………    

mailto:laura.howe@npag.eastamb.nhs.uk
http://www.npag.org.uk

